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the movie also shows us the genius of producer stacey sheman and director kenny ortega. stacey sheman makes sure that the story makes sense, and that they are developing an original, unique, and fun concept, and it shows. kenny ortega is a true hollywood legend, with great directing experience in this movie. the
directing is also great, with the performances being first-rate, especially from miley cirus and ashley tisdale. while the story and the acting are great, it is the music that makes this movie so great. the songs are the great heart of this movie, with several of the songs being performed in the movie. this movie is also the first

ever, and only, disney channel original movie to feature a music video playing in the background of the musical performance. this movie shows us a great side of miley cyrus that we dont see very often, the side that is crazy and fun. miley cirus music is what sells this movie, and if you arent crazy about miley cirus music, you
will love the movie, just from the music. one of the things that i really like about this movie is that the music videos that are played in the background are actually miley cirus music videos, which is something that is rarely done in a live action film. miley cirus music videos are normally seen on her website, but this movie

actually uses them. hannah: i'm busy. lucy: so am i. olivia: so am i. big sis: so am i. gotta go. they all leave. the three girls go to miley's room where miley is in bed. she is in deep thought. olivia tells miley that they are going to have to keep their relationship from the rest of their families. miley: i know. olivia: how? miley: i just
know it. olivia: how? miley: i just feel it. olivia: you're special. the two girls hug each other. after the hug, olivia runs out the room.
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